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Motivation
 Forward-Backward asymmetry
Provides a test of the Standard Model (i.e. 
universality)
 At Z-pole
Determination of the Weinberg effective angle 
and the precision on this value 
A = b(a sin²(θ ))FB   – eff
 At hi h g  mass
Sensitive to many scenarios of physics beyond 
the Standard Model  
J. L. Rosner, Phys. Rev. D 35 (1987)
U B t l Ph R D57 (1998)
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. aur e  a . ys. ev.   
K. Sliwa et al. ATL-PHYS-2000-018 
Z Properties at LHC
 LHC
 Proton-Proton collisions at ECM = 14 TeV
 ATLAS l d t t: genera  purpose e ec or
 Z factory
 Production 
 ~1.5x107 events/year at low luminosity (1033cm-2s-1)
 From qq annihilation
 xqxqbar ~ 4x10-5
 Longitudinal momentum
P = 0 5*√s*(x - x )L  . q qbar
 Decay
 To two energetic fermions with opposite charge
 70% to quarks pair: dominated by the background
 leptonic decay channels: cleaner
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Charge Asymmetry 
 Parity violation in the neutral current 
 Consequence: Asymmetry in the angular 
di t ib ti f l t f Z ds r u on o  ep ons rom  ecay
 The probabilities to produce a lepton with a polar 
angle θ and with π θ are different   -  
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ATLAS Detector 
● 2T Solenoid for inner tracker
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● Toroid system for muons
Detector requirements
 Z→μ+μ-
 Muons detection limited 
Acceptance (|η| < 2 7)   .  
η=2.5
 Z→e+e-
 electrons can be 




•|ηe1| & |ηe2| < 2.5 
 No tracker in |η|>2.5
At least one electron should 
be in the central region
    
•
    
Opposite charge assigned 
to  the forward electron
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cos(θ*)
 Defined in the Collins-Soper 
frame to take into account     
the non ″zero″ transverse 






Dielectron around the Z mass (Mz±6 GeV)
 In pp collisions we suppose 
that the quark direction is     
the same as the Z boost
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Analysis method - Z→e+e-
 Distinguish the detector regions:   
 Case-1
electrons in central region: (|η|<2.5)
 Case-2
One fiducial electron (|η|<2.5) and
th l t i (| |<4 9)o er e ec ron n η .
 Selection:
 Two high PT electrons (PT > 20 GeV)
 Mass window MZ±6 GeV
 Missing Et cut < 20 GeV
•All events
•Case 1
•Case 1 & |y(Z)|>1
     
 Fast simulation
 Signal 
 Drell-Yan events ZÆe+e-
 Background 
QCD dij t (d i t)  e s om nan
 ttbar





•Case 2 & |y(Z)|>1
Case 2
38%
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Z→e+e- results
 AFB vs YZ rapidity
 sensitivity increases 
ith f d l t
(|ηe1|<2.5, |ηe2|<4.9)
w  orwar  e ec rons
 (fast simulated data at 
100/fb ATLFAST)
[Nbr of initial jets]/
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Forward electrons
 Full simulation 








 5 selected input variables
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Conclusions
 Very large statistics expected in Z production at 
LHC
 The determination of the weak mixing angle with a 
high statistical precision (10-4) seems reachable
Requirements:
At least one electron in the central region
Electron efficiency more than 50% in the forward region
e/jet rejection > 100 in the forward region
 Effect of the PDF uncertainties on this       
measurement (ongoing work) Thanks to R. Barate
preliminary
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Extra slides





tl ti t d
 
correc y es ma e  
Less than 60% of events 
with correct quark 
di ti t |Y| < 1rec on a    
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